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• Helps Protect your family and your vehicle

• protects day, night, rain or shine

• Not affected by bugs or dust

• Lightweight but solid

• Australian made for Australian conditions

• Lifetime factory warranty

• Helps prevent collisions with wildlife

• The best option for small and imported vehicles

• Proudly designed and manufactured in Australia

...and the list goes on!

FITS ALL VEHICLES!

Why take the chance of potential injury to your family 

or being stranded with a damaged vehicle?

ShuRoo has been helping protect motorists from wildlife 

collisions since 1986. The unique signal  emitted by ShuRoo 

cannot be heard by humans, but to wildlife it’s as loud as 

a police siren. By taking advantage of their high frequency 

danger alert system in this way, 

ShuRoo warns animals of your approach and helps prevent a 

collision that could potentially harm you, your passengers and 

your  vehicle. Not only does ShuRoo protect you and your family, it also protects our wildlife. 

Prevention is bEtter than cure!

Prevention 
Engineering

How does it Work?
Under normal circumstances, kangaroos do not hear the low frequency sounds that an approaching vehicle creates. 

ShuRoo projects a high frequency sound pattern through a continually changing range of frequencies in front of 

and to the sides of the vehicle. Because kangaroos use 

high frequency for warnings of impending danger, they 

take avoiding action. Or if they are ”road tame” and off 

the road, they will simply watch you pass, but will not 

approach you.

The one-piece compact design allows for easy 

installation to cars, RVs, trucks and buses. The new 

Mk V ShuRoo unit weighs lass than one kilogram. It’s 

approximately 330 mm wide, 75 mm high, and 75 mm 

deep. It’s as simple to fit as driving lights; you can do it 

& easy to install too!

The Benefits of having a ShuRoo
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Yes. ShuRoo offers protection for all 
vehicles - 4WDs, sedans, trucks and 
motorcycles.

Will shuroo fit to any vehicle?

No.The ShuRoo unit has C Tick approval for electronic equipment 
ensuring no RF leakage from the unit.

Does ShuRoo interfere with any other electronic equipment?

A long time! ShuRoo has been protecting 
Australians since 1986, with over 60,000 
satisfied users. ShuRoo is Australian made for 
Australian conditions.

Kangaroo strikes are a real and costly problem to motorists throughout Australia. ShuRoo 
can save motorists thousands of dollars resulting from repairs and vehicle down time. 

ShuRoo can help your reduce the chance of injury or worse. 

With OH&S and environmental implications becoming more onerous each year, ShuRoo will 
assist fleet operators protect their fleet vehicles and people.

Field tests offer the only definitive answer for the efficiency of ShuRoo. Since 1986 many 
individuals and fleet operators have field tested ShuRoo, testing in the only “laboratory” that 

counts – the open road.

Brendon Parisot from Total 4x4 tells us why he trusts and recommends ShuRoo...

Just Ask our mates!

OVER A MILLION KILOMETRES OF FIELD TESTS, AND COUNTING!

“We offer Bullbars and Frontal 
protection to our customer 
to ensure safe travels to their 
desired destination. With ongoing 
design and testing there’s only 
so much bullbars can offer when 
faced with an animal strike… what 
more can we do to ensure safety 
against animal strikes? Shuroo!

We sell Shuroo to support 
Australian business/Australian 
made products as well as a 
much cheaper alternative to a 
standard steel/alloy bullbar. 

On top of that Shuroo’s staff and 
customer service is very pleasing 
and easy to deal with ensuring 
your answers are met on your 
first phone call.

“Of the more than 13,000 animal 
strikes on NSW roads in 2019, 
approximately 85 per cent 
involved kangaroos – a similar 
proportion to figures from 
Queensland and Victoria”… these 
are really scary statistics and 
what better way to put those 
worries at ease with a ShuRoo 
product

With bullbars costing over 2K 
why not have peace of mind 
knowing you have approximately 
400 metres ahead of, and 50 
metres either side of your vehicle 
protected by a product that 

cost less than $650. Having the 
combination of a bullbar and 
shuroo is the closest you’ll get to 
an ultimate protection package 
against animal strikes.

To top it off, the fitting of these 
products are really simple and 
straight forward… your local 
autosparky will thank you for 
bringing him such an easy 
product to install with only a one 
piece compact design to work 
with. 

Looking to build your 12V wiring 
skills? Give it a crack yourself… 
you’ll be surprised how easy 
these products have been made 
to install..”

- Brendon Parisot
Total 4x4

Yes. ShuRoo can easily be fitted to a bull 
bar. ShuRoo’s unique sound pattern also 
helps protect from side hits.

Can I fit ShuRoo to a bull bar?

Yes. ShuRoo works in all conditions, including
water crossings.

Does ShuRoo work in the wind and rain?

Easy! ShuRoo is an Australian owned and operated company and  assistance is 
simply a phone call away. 

Call us on 1800 671 759 to speak with our experts, or you can visit our website at 
www.shuroo.com.au.

ShuRoo is proudly designed and manufactured in Australia, by Aussies, for Aussie conditions. 
Our head office is in Brisbane, Australia. 

What if I need service or further information?

Is there a Warranty with ShuRoo?

Yes. Infact, we offer a lifetime warranty! 

To find out more about our lifetime warranty, 
please visit www.shuroo.com/warranty.

HOW LONG HAS SHUROO BEEN ON THE MARKET?
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Find out more at www.shuroo.com.au or call 
The ShuRoo Crew at 1800 671 759 


